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This morning I would like to tell you about t he s tudy of the consumer movement 
that my co lleagues and I have been working on at Penn State. Our s tudy has been 
an attempt to explain the varying reactions of the American public to the consumer 
movement. We sought a better understanding of why some groups in the pub l ic are 
favorably dispo sed toward consumerism while others are indi ffer ent or hostil e and 
sti ll others are compl etel y unaware of consumerism. 

The con s umer movement has several different aspects that we could have examin
ed: the state and local consumer organizations, the consumer-supported produc t 
testing organizations, and t he Nader organizations. We found that the general 
public ' s low awareness of some of the l ocal and state consumer organ i zat ions made 
them very hard to study. We chose instead to focus on Ralph Nader as a representative 
of the consumer movement and its most fami liar figure. We used willingness to con 
tribute to the Nader or ganiza tion as a measure of support and involvement in con
sumerism . Our study was conducted in June of l as t year, this was just before or 
just at the beginning of actual solicitationsbytheNader organization. We didn't 
know that Public Citizen Incorporated planned to so l icit, but we thought from the 
way t he group was behaving that they were about t o do something like that, and 
guessed that they would be doing it short l y. 

Samp l e and Collection of Data 

We co llected our data in phone interviews made t houghout the state of Pennsy
lvania and end ed up with 908 usabl e intervi ews, both from rural and urban ar eas. 
By design we ended up with a good many more fema l es than males, bu t we did want 
to make sure that we had sufficient males in the samp l e to contrast t he viewpoint 
of con sumerism of the two sexes . We do feel t hat we got a good sample of t h e 
adult population of Pennsylvania. There are some problems i n using phone inter
views as a technique . We fee l , however, that phone interviews offer some advan
tages, such as overcoming some of the problems involved in personal intervi ewing in 
inner-city areas . 

I don't want to use up my alloted time on a detailed discussion of the t heor
etical underpinnings of the study, but I would like to note t hat we drew on t he 
theory of diffusion of innovations as set forth by Rogers and others, and a l so on 
the t heory of co llective behavior developed by Nei l Smelser . Those of you who 
are familiar with these writings will, I hope, be ab l e to identify some of the 
concepts from these two approaches in our analysis. In our study we viewed the 
consumer movement, and specifical ly Ra lph Nader, as a social innovation which t he 
public might either accept . or reject, and looked at some of t he factors under l ying 
acceptance or rejectiorr of Nader and the Nader organization. 

Categories Representing Degree of Support 

As a fi r st step in the ana l ysis we constructed five categories accord i ng to 
individuals ' wi ll i ngness to suppor t Nader. The first group were the unawares, 
people who had never heard of Nader at all. The second group, the un informed, had 
heard of Nader but knew so li ttle about him that they were unable to comment 
on his activities or evaluate them. A t hird group, the r e jec t ers, were a good 
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Table 1 - Categories Representing Degree of Support 

Unawares -

Uninformed -

Rejecters -

Sympathizers -

Supporters -

individuals who had not heard of Ralph Nader. 

individuals who had heard of Ralph Nader but lacked 
sufficient information about what he stands for / to 
respond to questions concerning (a) whether Nader "is 
against the free enterprise system" or "for the free 
enterprise system but would like to see it changed" 
and (b) whether or not Nader's activities are "going 
to cause too much government control". 

individuals who were aware of Nader and informed about 
what he stands for but who generally did not approve 
of him, his tactics , or feel that contributions to 
support him would be a good investment. They stated 
they would not contribute to him if he asked. 

individuals who were aware of Nader and informed about 
what he stands for and generally approved of him, his 
tactics, and felt that contributions to support him 
would be a good investment . They were not, however 
willing to make a contribution because they felt they 
could not afford to or were still uncertain about 
supporting him. 

individuals who were aware of Nader and informed about 
what he stands for. They approved of him, his tactics, 
and felt that contributions to support him would be a 
good investment. They stated that they would contribute 
to him if he asked. 
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Table 2 - Def!!ographic Characteristics 

Unawares Uninformed Rejecters Sympathizers Supporters 

Percent of 
Total Sample 18.9 27.4 16.4 21. 0 16.2 

n 172 249 149 191 147 

Income over 
$10,000 - (%) 18 33 58 50 57 

Education - 12 years 
or over - (%) 49 74 82 85 83 

Sex - female - (%) 84 80 54 73 67 

Age - (mean) 49 47 47 44 45 

Live in city of 
100,000 or over - (%) 47 51 68 71 70 

Member of groups 
other than church (%) 32 47 54 53 60 

Political orientation -
"Liberal" - (%) 12 16 24 37 47 

Subscribe to 
Consumer Reports 4 5 13 13 16 
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deal better informed about Nader and did know enough a bout him to evaluate 
him, but did not evaluate his activities favorab l y. When asked if they would 
contribute to support t h e Nader activities, t hey said they would not support him 
with contr i butions. A fourth group , sympathizers, consisted of individuals who 
were well aware of Nader , and who evaluated him favorably in general , but weren't 
willing to go so far as to make a contribution to the Nader organization. Many 
of these peop l e said t hey couldn't afford such contributions, while a few apparent
l y were uncertain about going quite so far as to contribute to Nader . The 
final group, which is of particular interes t, and which I'm going to talk about 
particularly this morning, is the s upporters. These individua l s were well aware 
of Nader, evaluated him favorably, were wil l i ng to contribute and to support his 
activities if he asked them. These five categories are defined more explicitly 
in Table 1. 

You wi ll note that in Table 2 t he uninformed people were t he most numerous 
group i n t he sample. This group included people who had heard of Nader but weren ' t 
really able to say anything about him the way of evaluation; they constituted 
27% of the to t a l sample.; Another numerous group were sympathizers , people who 
had hear d of Nader but weren't willing to go s o far as to contribute to him, 
a lthough they were favorably disposed toward him . A somewhat smal l er group 
(1 6%) was the supporters, t hey evaluated Nader favorably and were wi lling to 
contribute to support his activities. 

Relationship of Degree of Support to Demographic Characteristics 

Information on beliefs, at titudes, behavior and on demographic c harac t eristics 
were obtained for each respondent. The character istics of the respondents in each 
of the five support categories then were determined. The variables presented here 
were, a l most without exception, found s i gn ificant in Chi-square tests at the one 
percent l evel , or better. 

When we examine the differences among the five categories in income we can 
see t hat t he percentage with incomes over $10 ,000 differed a great dea l by category 
(see Table 2). Althought 57% or more of the s upporters had incomes over $10,000 
only 18% of the unawares did. The supporters were, in general, above average in 
income and education(over hal f had incomes over $10 ,000), were relatively young , a nd 
typical ly were residents of l arge or medium sized cities. They were particularly 
likel y to characterize their po litical orientation as liberal - 47% characterized 
themselves as political l iber als. The supporter c~tagory a l so had the highest pro
portion of Consumer Reports subscribers - 16% of the supporters were CU members. 

The sympathizer s wer e i n many ways l ike the s upporters, a l t hough somewhat 
lower in income. A somewhat sma ller percent of the sympathizers c haracter i zed 
themselves as political liberal s. 

The rejec t ers , in turn, were simil ar to the supporter s and sympathi zers in 
many ways . This group, which was aware of Nader but refused to contribute to him, 
had relatively high i ncomes, were well-educated and were urban dweller s . One of 
the key differences among the supporters and sympathi zers and the rejecters was 
that the rejecters were a good d eal l ess likely to characterize themselves as 
political lib erals. We also fo und out that the rej ecters belonged to a good many 
social organi zations, probably more on the average than either they sympathizer s 
or supporters. From the rejecters ' general characteristics we conclude that t hey 
probably are better integrated into the establ ishment than either the supporters 
or t he sympathizers. They look like j oiners who are well integrated into the 
community, and into communi ty organizations . 
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The uninformed category, people that had heard about Nader but really didn't 
know much about him, had lower incomes, were somewhat lower in average education, 
and were less urban. They also were more likely to answer "don't know" to the 
question about their political orientation. 

The unaware group, on the average, had the lowest incomes, less education, 
and were oldest and had the highest proportion of females. This group was less 
urban, and membership in social groups and social organizations was low. A great 
many answered "don' t know" to the question on political orientation. We think that 
the characteristics of this group suggest that it is separated from the mainstream 
of society and doesn't know a whole lot about what is going on. 

In genera l , the social and demographic characteristics divide the five cate
gories into two groups. On the one hand were the supporters and the sympathizers, 
rejecters - people that were aware of Nader. On the other hand were the unaware 
and th e uninformed people, who had either not heard of Nader or knew little about 
him . The people who were aware of Nader were, as you might expect, what market-
ing researchers call "up-scale, " with higher incomes, and more education. Those that 
were less familiar with Nader typically were down-scale. The one thing that does 
differentiate the rejecters from the supporters and the sympathizers is their 
political orientation, and the fact that the supporters and the sympathizers are 
somewhat younger. 

I have divided the rest of this paper into three main parts. First, I will 
look at the differences among the five categories in their consumer concerns, next 
I will look at some of the differences among the five categories in their views of 
the channels for consumer redress, and finally I will look at differences among 
the categories in their v i ews of Nader and other instruments of consumer reform. 

Expressions of Consumer Concern 

We looked at consumer concerns of each of the five categories for clues about 
their basic motivations and their evaluation of consumerism. Although there have 
been a great many conjectures about what strains and concerns underlie consumerism, 
there seems to be little empirical work to support most of them. There are, of 
course, a varie ty of strains of consumer concerns that could be related to consumer
ism . Examples inc lude economic strains (concern about the effect of rising prices 
on ones personal financial situation), concern about product safety and reliabil
ity, concern about the difficulty of obtaining product information, and the con
cern about the relative economic power of consumers and business. I was particul
arly interested in assessing the role of economic strain because looking back 
historically we do see some relationship between periods of purchasing power decline 
and the advent of consumer unrest. 

We asked several differen t questions about the financial si tuation of the in
dividual family. When we asked people to characterize their present financial 
situation, we found that the s upporters, sympathizers, rejecters differed very little 
in their reports of ~heir financial si tuations. (see Table 3). About half of each 
of these three categories said that they were either in a "very good" financial 
situation or a "good" situation, while the other half said their situation was 
"fair" or "poor" . The rejecters didn't seem to differ in economic strain from people 
who supported Nader. The situation of the groups that were aware of Nader was 
a great deal better than those who were unaware of him. The lack of difference 
between the situations of the rejecters and the supporters suggests that economic 
strain may not have any very clear role in explaining support for the consumer 
movement. We are going to have to do some more work on this, but we clearly didn't 
quite get what we had hypothesized. 
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We also asked the res pondents about their concern about product safety and 
reliability. The sympathizers and supporters indicated the highest level of 
concern about safety and reliability. To assess product information as a concern, 
we asked the respondents how strongly they felt that more product information 
shoul d be provided on more expensive items. The supporters most strongly 
felt the need for more product information. To tap concerns about the relative 
economic power of consumers and business, we asked the respondents how concerned 
they were that laws and regulations favored business at the expense of the consumer. 
We found again that the supporters were the group that were the most concerned 
about relative economic power, followed by the sympathizers. 

In genera l , these results suggest that the degree of support for consumerism 
is related to concern about safety and reliability, concerns about relative econ
omic power and to concerns about product information. Safety and reliability are 
perhaps the most important of these. Economic strain,however, doesn't appear to 
have any very clear relationship to support for consumerism. 

We might take a brief look at the low expressions of concern by some of the 
unawares and uninformed. We hypothesize that these low expression sofconcern by 
these two groups which contain many low income people are more likely . a result 
of apathy or fatalism than an evidence of a high degree of well-being. 

Evaluations of the Effectiveness of Channels of Redress 

We next looked at the evaluations of channels of redress open to consumers. 
Drawing on social movement theory, we would hypothesize that when channels 
of redress are open and function well, strains are reduced. On the other 
hand, when channels of redress are closed or don ' t function well, the pres
sures for social change build up. For this reason we particularly wanted 
to focus on what consumers thought of the effectiveness of some of the channels 
of redress that are available to them. We foc used on a variety of channels: 
(1) business organizations like the Better Business Bureaus and the Chamber of 
Commerce, (2) direct contacts by consumers with retailers and manu fact urers, (3) 
government officials and agencies and (4) consumer organi~~tions . We asked the 
r espondents to rate the effec tivenes s of these various channels as "very effective," 
" somewhat effective" , or " not effective ." Note in tab l e 4 that the Business Bur
eaus and the Chambers of Commerce were considered fairly effective by most of the 
r espondents. The supporters and t he rejecters, interestingly enough, were the two 
most critical categories. 

Writing to the manufacturer and talking to store managers were, in general, 
regarded as quite effective . Overall, they were rated as the most effective of the 
channels discussed, The view of the effectiveness of writing a public offical 
varied. Supporters, interesting l y enough had the l east favorabl e view of the 
effectiveness of government agencies. 

Legal pressure by consumer groups generally was not considered especial l y 
eff ective, but it is interesting to note that supporters were the people that were 
most likely to rate pressure by consumer groups as effective. Picketing by con
sumers groups was also not rated as very effect ive. Here again, s upporters of Nader 
were more likely to .regard picketi ng as effective than were any of the other cat
egories. 

We can make some genera l comments and observations on these evaluations of the 
channels of redress. ' The most conventional channels, the Better Business Bureau, 
the Chamber of Commerce, writing t he manufacturer, and talking to the store manager 
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were all considered relatively effective. Writing to a public official generally 
was considered less effective and, as we noted, supporters tendeq to be especially 
critical of the effectiveness of this channel. Supporters also differed in that 
they viewed the activities of consumer groups as more effective than did the rest 
of the population. 

As to actual complaint history (activity in pursuit of consumer rights) you can 
note from the table that the supporters and rejecters were the two groups that had 
been most active in pursuing their consumer rights, followed next by the sympathi
zers. This parallels some of the findings on appliance complaints, reported by 
Sam Himes, showing higher income people as more inclined to complain. The high 
level of complaint activity by the rejecters is of some interest. It adds to 
the picture of this group as one that knows its way around in the community and 
may not feel the need for outside help from the government or other organizations. 
We also got another dimension of this picture of rejectors as people who know 
their way around. We asked questions about awareness of the Fair Credit Reporting 
Act and the Truth in Lending Law. We found that rejecters were the group that 
were the most aware of these two pieces of legislation not the supporters or the 
sympathizers as one might perhaps have expected. 

The low use of the channels of redress is a reason for concern particularly 
when we look at the unawares and the uninformed. It is really hard to believe 
that only 11% of a low income group like the unawares had never had a problem that 
merited writing a public official. Yet only 11% of the unawares had, in their 
entire lives, written to public officials about any kind of complaint or problem. 
This suggests a sort of deprivation for low income people that we may never have 
thought of before - a deprivation in the right and ability to complain. 

Views on Nader and Other Instruments of Reform 

In the third major part of this paper, I want to examine differences among the 
categories in their views of Nader and other instruments of reform. We could 
expect that those who have identified a set of consumer problems and who regard 
existing channels of redress as ineffective, might begin to develop some ideas 
about ways that reform could be achieved. A group like the s upporters which per
ceives a set of problems, and is critical of channels of redress, would in social 
movement theory, be expected to begin to formulate ideas about particular measures 
which would alleviate these problems. 

By definition, the supporters were the group which clearly perceived Nader 
as an instrument of reform and were willing to contribute to his cause. When 
asked about Nader's beliefs, they generally were convinced that he is for free 
enterprise but believes that changes are needed and that he is not against free 
enterprise (see Table 5). The rejecters, in turn, weren't quite so convinced 
that Nader is for free enterprise. (We might comment that, in general, relatively 
few people in the sample thought that Nader was against free enterprise. I 
think that repeated accusations of this kind by the business community is only 
going to hurt their credibility. The public apparently already has their mind 
made up .on the subject - or at least many of them, the better educated do.) 
Most of the supporters also were convinced that Nader' s program would not result 
in too much government control. Rej ecters weren't so sure about this. They 
were split about half and half on whether or not Nader's program would or would 
not cause too much government control. 

We also examined support for several current legislative proposals. We found 
that supporters were the most favorable of the five categories on such legislation 
as unit pricing, open dating, and truth in advertising. We also examined interest 
in the idea of a computerized product information system with vending terminals in 
shopping centers throughout the country, and idea that has been discussed within 
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Consumers Union and has been the subject of some legislative proposals. The 
supporters rated themselves as very likely to use this kind of information more· 
frequently than did any of the other categories. The responses on all of these 
proposals suggest that more product information is desired by many population 
groups, but especially by the supporters and sympathizers . These two groups 
also presumably would favor more remedial action in the product safety area, 
an area in which Nader is particularly noted for his activites. 

Some Conclusions 

Looking over the whole analysis we get a picture of the supporters of Nader 
as a group which perceives some important consumer problems - product safety, 
and also, as relatively more critical of existing channels of consumer redress 
than the rest of the population, and as a group which believes that Nader and 
his organization and new legislation offer possibilities for reform. 

We can ask ourselves about another group, the sympathizers . Are they poten
tial recruits for the consumer movement ? It does seem that they hold a great 
many opinions simil ar to those of the supporters. We could hypothesize that they 
hold a great many opinions similar to those of the supporters . We could hypoth
esize that if the consumer concerns of these sympathizers increase they may be 
impel led to action . There are, however, a couple of constraints we must bear 
in mind. Many sympathizers said they couldn ' t afford to contribute to Nader . 
They are, however, potential sources of support for consumer legislation, even 
if t hey are not able to contribute financially. 

Let us also take a l ook at the rejecters, in swmnary. Rejecters were clearly 
less concerned about consumer problems than were the sympathizers or supporters . 
Apparently they feel that they can take care of themselves. There is some evid
ence that they are plugged into the establishment on a local basis. They may, 
however, be potential supporters of certain kinds of consumer legislation, part
icular l y proposals like truth~in-advertising. 

I think the consumer movement can take comfort from the number of supporters 
it has gathered. These supporters are a knowledgeable group with a high level 
of education, a wel l -off group, and one that has indicated that it is ready to 
support its beliefs with actual financial contributions. I think that as members 
of the consumer movement we a l so can take some comfort from the characteristics 
of the rejecters . They don' t real l y seem activel y opposed to consumerism or 
its goals. They favor many of the legislative proposals that have been offered 
by consumer spokesmen . They simply seem less concerned about consumer problems 
than those that support consumer action. We might perhaps characterize them as 
retarded but educable on some of t hese subj ects . The rejecters do have a legit 
imate concern, I think, about the problem of consumer legislation resulting in 
too much big government. This is a concern that should be faced and dealt with 
developing new corrective proposals. 

Overal l , I t hink we can conclude that consumerism is a l ive and we l l and is 
even f l ourishing . And it can, I think, look forward to a long and useful life . 
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Table 3 - Consumer Concerns .. 
Unawares Uninformed Rejecters Sympathizers Supporters 

Present financial 
situation - "fair" 
or "not too good" (%) 70 62 49 51 50 

High concern about 
product safety and 
reliability - (%) 36 47 50 62 67 

Felt s trong need for more 
product information on 
expensive items - (%) 27 37 38 41 48 

Concerned that laws 
and regulations favor 
business at expense of 
consumer - (%) 19 25 35 40 46 
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Table 4 - Evaluation of Channels for Redress 

... 
Unawares Uninformed Rejecters Sympathizers Supporters 

Consider Better 
Business Bureau 
"Not effective" - (%) 10 11 24 11 16 

Consider Chamber of 
Commerce "Not 
effective" - (io) 16 20 36 21 33 

Consider writing to 
manufacturer "not 
effective" - (%) 12 15 12 6 12 

Consider talking to 
store manager "not 
effective" - (io) 8 8 9 7 10 

Consider writing to 
public official "not 
effective" - (io) 27 40 44 39 52 

Consider legal pressure 
from consumer groups 
" very effective" - (%) 21 29 31 31 44 

Cons ider picketing by 
consumer groups "very 
effective" - (%) 11 8 11 16 18 

Have ever contacted 
a public official 
about a problem (%) 11 21 30 27 38 

Have ever written a 
manufacturer - (%) 19 32 60 50 63 
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Table 5 - Views on Nader and Other Instruments of Reform 

Unawares 

Nader is for free 
enterprise, but wi th 
changes - (%) 

Naders' program will 
not result in too much 
government control - (%) 

Strongly favor posting of 
price per ounce iEfor
mation by grocery · 
stores - (%) 

Favor open-dating of 
food s (other than milk) 
even if it raises cost 
a couple of cents - (%) 

Strongly favor having 
government require proof 
of advertising claims (%) 

Very likely to use 
computerized vending 
machine supplying pro
duct information on 
major purchases (%) 

37 

54 

69 

30 

Uninformed 

76 

56 

46 52 

49 49 

82 80 

27 25 

53 

Sympathizers Supporters 

95 96 

82 87 

58 67 

64 57 

84 88 

38 48 




